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We perceive a stable environment despite the fact that
visual information is essentially acquired in a sequence
of snapshots separated by saccadic eye movements.
The resolution of these snapshots varies—high in the
fovea and lower in the periphery—and thus the
formation of a stable percept presumably relies on the
fusion of information acquired at different resolutions.
To test if, and to what extent, foveal and peripheral
information are integrated, we examined human
orientation-discrimination performance across saccadic
eye movements. We found that humans perform best
when an oriented target is visible both before
(peripherally) and after a saccade (foveally), suggesting
that humans integrate the two views. Integration relied
on eye movements, as we found no evidence of
integration when the target was artificially moved
during stationary viewing. Perturbation analysis
revealed that humans combine the two views using a
weighted sum, with weights assigned based on the
relative precision of foveal and peripheral
representations, as predicted by ideal observer models.
However, our subjects displayed a systematic
overweighting of the fovea, relative to the ideal
observer, indicating that human integration across
saccades is slightly suboptimal.

Introduction

The human retina is highly nonuniform. In the
fovea, cones are packed tightly together, but in the
periphery they are increasingly sparse, separated by a
sea of rods. As a result, the quality of photopic visual
input varies substantially across the retina. To obtain a
more spatially uniform representation of a scene,
humans move their eyes several times per second, each
time acquiring high-resolution information at the
center of gaze, and lower-resolution information
elsewhere.

What happens to the low-resolution information
obtained from a peripheral location moments before a
saccade to that location? Does the visual system simply
discard it, replacing it with the more accurate foveal
information acquired after the saccade, or does it
somehow combine these qualitatively different sources?
On one hand, it would seem sensible to use all available
information, since this can only improve visual
capabilities. Many studies of sensory cue integration
demonstrate that the human visual system is quite good
at integrating information from different sources (Ernst
& Banks, 2002; Young, Landy, & Maloney, 1993). On
the other hand, retaining the information obtained in
the periphery and correctly combining it with foveal
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information obtained after the saccade is likely to be
costly, in terms of memory storage, wiring, and
computation (Bullmore & Sporns, 2012; Laughlin,
2001). Given the large discrepancy in the precision of
representation in fovea and periphery, saccadic inte-
gration might not be worth the cost.

Several studies have demonstrated that humans are
able to combine peripheral and foveal information. For
example, reading speed is increased when at least part
of the upcoming word in a text is visible in the
periphery, even though the words cannot actually be
deciphered in the periphery (McConkie & Rayner,
1975; Rayner, Well, Pollatsek, & Bertera, 1982).
However, other studies found that integration across
eye movements is incomplete (Bridgeman, Van der
Heijden, & Velichkovsky, 1994; Irwin, Zacks, &
Brown, 1990), a fact most directly evident in the
phenomenon of ‘‘change blindness’’ (Bridgeman, Hen-
dry, & Stark, 1975; Grimes, 1996). Though these
studies provide compelling evidence that not all
information obtained in the periphery is discarded, the
amount and type of information retained (e.g., the set
of visual features or attributes) is not known.

Here, we develop an experimental task and analysis to
examine whether humans integrate orientation informa-
tion across saccadic eye movements. Specifically, ob-
servers made judgments about the orientation of a
localized target that was seen both before and after a
saccade, and their performance on this task was used to
determine whether and how they combined the two pieces
of information in forming their percept. To maximize the
potential benefits of trans-saccadic integration, we altered
the contrast during the saccade, artificially matching the
amount of information provided by the foveal and
peripheral views. Using analysis paradigms derived from
the cue-integration literature, we find that humans do
indeed integrate orientation information across saccadic
eyemovements.When compared to a statistically optimal
observer, subjects were close to optimal, but exhibited a
systematic tendency to rely more on the foveal than the
peripheral information. Finally, we examined the role of
active saccades in the integration process by repeating the
experiment with ‘‘replayed’’ artificial saccades, and found
no evidence of integration in the absence of eye
movements. An early version of these results was
presented in abstract form (Ganmor, Landy, & Simon-
celli, 2015).

Methods

Subjects

Thirty-seven subjects participated in the experiments
(11 in Experiment 1, four in Experiment 2, four in

Experiment 3, and 18 in Experiment 4). All subjects
were naı̈ve as to the purposes of the experiments and
were paid for participation (except one author, EG).
Subjects were given written instructions before the
outset of the experiment. Experimental procedures
were approved by the human subjects committee of
New York University.

Apparatus

Eye movements were monitored using an Eyelink
1000 (SR Research) eye tracker, operating at 500Hz.
The eye tracker was calibrated at the beginning of each
experimental session, and drift correction was applied
every 50 trials. Stimuli were presented on a Multisync
FP214SB (NEC) CRT monitor at a distance of 43 cm
and a refresh rate of 85 Hz. Software was written in
Matlab using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard,
1997; Kleiner et al., 2007).

Procedure

Experiment 1

The basic structure of each trial was as follows
(Figure 1A): (a) A fixation point appeared at the center
of the screen. (b) After subjects achieved fixation (gaze
within 18 of fixation dot), a Gabor patch appeared
randomly to the left or right of fixation (0.5 cycle/8,
Gaussian envelope with SD 18 and eccentricity 58).
Subjects were required to maintain fixation for 100 ms.
(c) The fixation point jumped to the peripheral target.
This served as a cue for the subject to saccade to the
target. Subjects were required to initiate the saccade
within 400 ms. (d) After the saccade was detected (once
the gaze crossed a threshold of 18 horizontally in the
direction of the target), the target remained on the
display for 200 ms. (e) Subjects reported by key press
whether the target was oriented clockwise or counter-
clockwise of vertical. The intertrial interval was chosen
randomly from the interval 0.5–1.0 s.

If subjects failed to maintain fixation or failed to
initiate a saccade within 400 ms, the trial was aborted
and the subject was notified of the reason. In
addition, trials in which the postsaccadic eye position
was more than 28 away from the center of the target
or in which a saccade was detected less than 100 ms
after the saccade cue were discarded in the analysis
(Figure 1B through C).

There were three trial types. In ‘‘Both’’ trials the
target was visible both before and after the saccade. In
periphery-only trials the contrast of the target was set
to zero once a saccade was detected. Thus, the target
was visible only in the periphery. In fovea-only trials
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the target was displayed only after a saccade was
detected. Thus, the target was only visible foveally.

Each experiment began with 100 practice trials
chosen randomly from all three trial types. During
practice, subjects were given feedback as to whether
their responses were correct. Next, foveal and
peripheral contrast thresholds corresponding to 70%
correct performance were determined. Subjects per-
formed 150 single-cue trials (periphery-only and
fovea-only, randomly assigned). Targets were orient-
ed 628 (positive orientation refers to clockwise
relative to vertical), and contrast was controlled by
two interleaved one-up/two-down staircase proce-
dures per trial type (Levitt & Treisman, 1969) with
contrast ranging from 3.1% to 8.8%. In addition, on
10% of the trials (randomly assigned) contrast was
chosen at random from this range to guarantee an
occasional easy trial.

In the main experiment subjects performed all three
trial types with no feedback for 250–1,000 trials,
depending on the subject’s pace. Orientation was
selected from the set {64, 63, 62, 61, 0} using two
interleaved staircase procedures per trial type (one-up/
two-down, and two-up/one-down, initiated at each end
of the sequence), for a total of six staircases. In
addition, on 10% of the trials (randomly assigned)
orientation was chosen at random from the set to
guarantee an occasional easy trial. Trial types were
assigned at random. Target contrast changed during
the saccade. The contrast values for peripheral and
foveal contrast were the 70%-correct values (for 628)
estimated previously. These saccade-contingent con-
trast changes were not noticed by observers. The
session was terminated after 55 min.

Following each session, subjects filled out a ques-
tionnaire about their experience. When asked if they
noticed anything unusual during the experiment, none

Figure 1. 2-AFC Orientation-discrimination task. (A) The time course of a ‘‘both’’ trial in Experiment 1. Subjects fixated a spot at the

center of the screen after which a Gabor patch appeared in the periphery (fixation cue: red dot; subject gaze: dashed yellow circle).

After 100 ms the fixation dot jumped to the target, cueing the subject to initiate a saccade to the target. Once the saccade was

detected, the contrast of the target changed (to equate foveal and peripheral sensitivity). The target remained visible for 200 ms after

saccade detection. Subjects reported whether the target was oriented clockwise or counterclockwise relative to vertical. (B)

Horizontal gaze trajectory on a single example trial. Screen center was at 08 and the target was at 58 (i.e., a saccade-right trial).

Vertical lines indicate the saccade cue and the moment of saccade detection, at which point the contrast of the target changed. (C)

Saccade end points for a typical subject. Each dot is the final position of the subject’s gaze on a single trial. Shaded gray regions

represent the Gaussian envelope of the target Gabor. Dashed circles mark the 28 error criterion. Trials that fell outside this region

were not included in the analysis.
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reported noticing changes in the target during the
saccade. Some subjects were asked more explicitly, but
did not report noticing the change.

Experiment 2

A second perturbation experiment was similar to
Experiment 1. In addition to the three trial types
mentioned above, there were four perturbation condi-
tions (seven conditions altogether, trial types assigned
at random) in which the presaccadic target orientation
was rotated by 63.28 or 61.68 relative to the foveal
target. Orientation changes occurred along with the
change of contrast after saccade detection and were not
noticed by observers.

Perturbation experiments were carried out over two
sessions conducted on consecutive days. The proce-
dure for the first session was identical to Experiment 1,
with the addition of the four perturbation conditions
to the main experiment. The second session included
50 practice trials, and did not include contrast-
threshold trials. Rather, the contrast values from the
first session were used. Subjects performed between
600 and 2,000 trials over the two sessions, depending
on their pace.

Experiment 3

In a third ‘‘saccade-away’’ experiment, the target
appeared initially at the center of the screen and the
saccade moved the target to the periphery. The
procedure was identical to Experiment 2 except that the
foveal view was perturbed relative to the periphery.

Experiment 4

The goal of the fourth experiment was to
qualitatively reproduce the sequence of images on the
retina in Experiment 1, but without eye movements.
Thus subjects were asked to maintain fixation at the
center of the screen throughout each trial. Targets
initially appeared in the periphery (except in the fovea-
only condition), and then jumped to the fovea (except
in the periphery-only condition). The target was not
visible during the jump from periphery to fovea,
simulating saccadic suppression. Subjects were told to
judge the orientation, and that the peripheral and
foveal stimuli in each trial had identical orientation.
Simulated saccade initiation delays and saccade
durations were sampled from Gaussian distributions
with mean and variance estimated from Experiment
1’s eye-tracking data pooled over subjects (simulated
saccade initiation delay ¼ 124 6 34 ms, simulated
saccade duration ¼ 60 6 12 ms). To simulate the
errors in saccade end-points, we added normally
distributed position noise to the foveal view of the

target with mean and covariance estimated from
Experiment 1’s eye-tracking data. The error in the
horizontal direction was�0.48 6 0.478 (hypometric on
average), and �0.058 6 0.278 in the vertical direction
(slightly below target on average), the covariance was
0.00482.

Ideal observer model

We assume that the foveal and peripheral estimates
of orientation are independent and normally distrib-
uted given the target orientation, h. More explicitly we
assume that ĥFov¼ hþ gFov, where gFov ;NðlFov; r

2
FovÞ

is Gaussian estimation noise characterized by a
perceptual bias lFov and variance r2

Fov (similarly for
ĥPeri). Thus, the probability distribution over target
orientation, h, given the foveal estimate ĥFovĥFov and
the peripheral estimate ĥPeri can be written as

PðhjĥFov; ĥPeriÞ ¼
PðĥFovjhÞPðĥPerijhÞPðhÞ

PðĥFov; ĥPeriÞ
where P(h) is the prior over orientation. If the prior is
flat (although note that the results readily generalize to
a Gaussian prior), then the posterior is Gaussian with

mean l ¼ ĥFovr2
PeriþĥPerir2

Fov

r2
Fov
þr2

Peri

, and variance r2 ¼
1

r2
Fov

þ 1
r2

Peri

� ��1

(Oruç, Maloney, & Landy, 2003). We

assume that an ideal observer’s estimate of orientation,

ĥ
*

Both, is the mode (which in the Gaussian case is equal
to the mean) of the posterior (Stocker & Simoncelli,
2006), also known as the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimate.

Note that ĥ
*

Both is a weighted sum of the individual

estimates:

ĥ
*

Both ¼ w*
FovĥFov þ w*

PeriĥPeri

where w*
Fov ¼ 1

r2
Fov

1
r2

Fov

þ 1
r2

Peri

� ��1

and

w*
Peri ¼ 1

r2
Peri

1
r2

Fov

þ 1
r2

Peri

� ��1

(Landy, Maloney, Johnston,

& Young, 1995).
The psychometric curve represents the probability of

a ‘‘clockwise’’ response given a target orientation of h:

Pðĥ . 0jhÞ ¼
Z p

2

0

PðĥjhÞ dĥ:

Given our assumption of normally distributed
estimates, P(ĥ . 0jh) should follow a Gaussian
cumulative distribution function. For the ideal ob-

server, the mean and variance are l*
Both ¼ E½ĥ*

Both� ¼
w*

Fovðhþ lFovÞ þ w*
Periðhþ lPeriÞ and

r*2

Both ¼ Var½ĥ*

Both� ¼ 1
r2

Fov

þ 1
r2

Peri

� ��1

. Notice that the
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maximal reduction in variance (relative to the smaller

of r2
Fov and r2

Peri) occurs when r2
Fov ¼ r2

Peri in which case

r*2

Both ¼
r2

Fov

2 . On the other hand, if r2
Fov � r2

Peri then r*2

Both

will not be much smaller than r2
Fov.

Analysis

Gaussian cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
were fit to data by maximizing likelihood. Perceptual
bias was defined as the negative of the mean of the
CDF fit (the 50% point of the fit curve). Uncertainty
was defined as the SD of the CDF fit. Subjects who
performed the task poorly (average SD . 2.58 or SD .
38 for any single condition) were not included in the
final analysis. Eleven subjects were dropped from the
analysis due to the aforementioned criterion: one from
Experiment 1, and 10 from Experiment 4. Note that
Experiment 4 was substantially harder for subjects to
perform, and thus, a higher proportion of subjects had
to be dropped to keep discrimination performance on
par with previous experiments. Nevertheless, we found
that the conclusions do not change qualitatively if these
subjects are included in the analysis.

Integration weights were estimated as the slope of a
straight line fit to a subject’s perceptual bias in the four
perturbation conditions and the ‘‘both’’ condition
(Young et al., 1993). In Experiment 2 the periphery was
perturbed relative to the fovea and in Experiment 3 the
fovea was perturbed relative to the periphery. Periph-
eral weights in Experiment 3 were estimated as wPeri ¼
1 – wFov, where wFov was the inferred foveal weight
from the straight-line fit.

Standard errors of the mean for the above quantities
were estimated using bootstrap resampling of the
experimental trials (100 repeats).

Results

Humans integrate information across saccades

We first performed an experiment to determine
whether humans combine presaccadic and postsacca-
dic information when estimating a target’s orienta-
tion. The experimental task is built on the natural
behavior of foveation, in which a presaccadic periph-
eral view of a target is followed by a postsaccadic
foveal view. Subjects were asked to judge whether the
target appeared to be oriented clockwise or counter-
clockwise relative to vertical. We tested whether the
pre- and postsaccadic views were treated as indepen-
dent orientation cues and integrated, yielding an
improvement in performance compared to perfor-
mance measured for each view alone. Specifically, if
subjects do integrate orientation information across
eye movements, the slope of the psychometric function
should be steeper when the target is viewed both pre-
and postsaccade, compared to the slope obtained
under either pre- or postsaccade presentations alone
(Figure 2A). Orientation discrimination accuracy was
quantified by the standard deviation of a Gaussian
cumulative distribution function fit to the psycho-
metric curve.

There is typically a large discrepancy in orientation-
discrimination accuracy between fovea and periphery.

Figure 2. Integration of orientation information across saccades. (A) Psychometric curves for an example subject. The proportion of

the subject’s ‘‘clockwise’’ responses is plotted as a function of target orientation in the three conditions of Experiment 1. Dots: data;

solid lines: Gaussian CDF fits. (B) Orientation-discrimination performance in fovea and periphery was well matched for all subjects.

The SD of the CDF fit to the periphery-only condition is plotted as a function of the corresponding fovea-only SD for each subject. (C)

Orientation-discrimination performance in the ‘‘both’’ condition as a function of the best single-cue performance (i.e., smallest SD)

for each subject. Almost all subjects exhibit a smaller SD (i.e., better discrimination) in the ‘‘both’’ condition. Gray error bars: 61 SE.

Red dots: example subject in panel A.
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In such a situation, the expected effect of cue
integration is quite small and hard to distinguish from
sole use of the more accurate cue (Rock & Victor,
1964). The maximum performance improvement
arising from optimal cue integration is obtained when
the accuracies associated with the two cues are equal
(Ernst & Banks, 2002). Thus, we equalized the
information acquired in the foveal and peripheral
views, by adjusting the contrasts of the foveal and
peripheral stimuli to levels that produced comparable
single-cue performance. For trials in which both
stimuli were presented, the contrast was altered during
the saccade; subjects were unaware of this change. For
most subjects we were able to match performance at
the fovea and periphery quite well (Figure 2B).

A comparison of performance in the ‘‘both’’
condition to the best single-cue performance is shown
in Figure 2C. Almost all subjects displayed better
orientation discrimination in the ‘‘both’’ condition,
compared to either single-cue condition (n¼ 10, p ¼
0.02, one-sided paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
These results clearly demonstrate that humans integrate
orientation information across saccadic eye move-
ments.

Given that humans integrate orientation information
across eye movements, we next tested whether inte-
gration is optimal. Assuming independent Gaussian
measurement noise at the fovea and periphery, the
variance of a statistically ideal integrator is r*2 ¼

1
r2

Fov

þ 1
r2

Peri

� ��1

: In the case of equal foveal and

peripheral variance, this results in a factor of two
reduction in variance for the combination. Figure 3
compares performance in the ‘‘both’’ condition to
predicted performance by the ideal integrator based on
estimated uncertainty in the two single-cue conditions.

Integration was generally slightly worse than ideal (p¼
0.04 one-sided paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
Thus, whereas humans do integrate orientation infor-
mation across eye movements, they do so suboptimally.

Humans overweight the fovea

To better understand why humans integrate orien-
tation information across eye movements suboptimally,
we sought a more precise characterization of the
integration rule. Under independent Gaussian noise
assumptions, a statistically optimal estimator produces
values that are a linear combination of the estimates
obtained under each view alone,
ĥ

*

Both ¼ w*
FovĥFov þ w*

PeriĥPeri, with weights inversely
proportional to the variance of the associated cue,

w*
Peri ¼

1

r2
Peri

1

r2
Fov

þ 1

r2
Peri

� ��1

;

and similarly for w*
Fov (Oruç et al., 2003; Young et al.,

1993). To determine the rule used by human observers,
we measured the effect of perturbing the target
orientation during the saccade (as with the contrast
changes, these saccade-triggered orientation changes
were not noticed by the subjects). Analysis of responses
under these conditions allows us to determine whether
the human combination rule is indeed linear, and if so,
the values of the weights that are used (Young et al.,
1993).

Figure 4A shows the data along with psychometric
functions fit to the data for one subject in the five
perturbation conditions (including no perturbation,
identical to the ‘‘both’’ condition of Experiment 1). As
the orientation of the peripheral stimulus was per-

Figure 3. Humans integrate orientation information suboptimally. (A) Psychometric curve of an example subject in the ‘‘both’’

condition (black dots and black fit curve; same data as Figure 2A) compared to the ideal observer that optimally integrates

information from the fovea and periphery (blue curve). (B) SD in the ‘‘both’’ condition plotted as a function of the SD of an ideal

integrator. For most subjects the SD in the ‘‘both’’ condition was slightly greater than ideal, meaning worse orientation

discrimination. Gray error bars: 61 SE. Red dot: example subject in Figure 2A.
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turbed clockwise or counterclockwise relative to the
foveal stimulus, the observer was more or less likely to
respond ‘‘clockwise,’’ and the psychometric function
shifts to the left or right, respectively.

Figure 4B shows the perceptual bias (horizontal
shift of the fitted psychometric curve) as a function of
the perturbation amplitude for this subject. These data
are well fit by a straight line, consistent with a linear
integration rule, and the slope of this line provides an
estimate of the weight of the perturbed cue (Young et
al., 1993). This slope lies between zero (corresponding
to an observer that relies only on the foveal view) and
one (an observer that relies only on the peripheral
view). The data lie on a line that is slightly shallower
than that of an ideal observer, suggesting that this
subject weighted the foveal information more heavily
than an ideal observer. Three of the four observers
weighted the fovea more heavily than the corre-
sponding ideal observer (Figure 4C).

This result could either indicate that observers
overweight the fovea in general, or they simply gave
higher weight to the most recently viewed stimulus (in
Experiments 1 and 2, in the ‘‘both’’ condition the foveal
stimulus was always the last one viewed). To distin-
guish these two alternatives, we ran an additional
perturbation experiment (Experiment 3) in which the
stimulus was initially viewed foveally at fixation and
then was viewed peripherally after a saccade away from
the stimulus. The results of Experiment 3 (Figure 4C,
green symbols) confirm that humans integrate orien-

tation information across saccades, but give more
weight to the foveal view than predicted by the ideal
observer (n ¼ eight subjects combined across Experi-
ment 2 and 3; p¼ 0.02 two-sided paired Wilcoxon
signed-rank test).

Note that the ideal weights in Experiments 2–3
range widely (from 0.3 to 0.8), indicating that foveal
and peripheral performance were not perfectly
matched across these observers and conditions. The
fact that ideal weights are highly correlated with the
estimated weights implies that subjects assign cue
weights based on relative cue reliabilities, as has been
found previously (Landy & Kojima, 2001; Young et
al., 1993).

No information integration in the absence of
eye movements

Our results clearly demonstrate that humans inte-
grate orientation information across saccadic eye
movements. But is the subject-initiated saccade a
necessary component of the integration process, or
does the visual system have a more general capability
for integrating across spatially and temporally distinct
stimulus patterns?

To discriminate between these two hypotheses, we
conducted an experiment (Experiment 4) in which
subjects maintained fixation throughout the trial while
image sequences were played on the screen such that

Figure 4. Perturbation analysis demonstrates that humans overweight the fovea. (A) Psychometric curves of an example subject as the

orientation of the peripheral stimulus was perturbed relative to the foveal stimulus. The proportion of ‘‘clockwise’’ responses is

plotted as a function of the orientation of the foveal stimulus. Dots: experimental data; solid lines: Gaussian CDFs fit separately to the

data for each perturbation condition. Color indicates the amount of peripheral perturbation. Perturbing the peripheral stimulus

induces a systematic bias of perceived orientation, as seen in the horizontal shift in the fitted psychometric curves. (B) Perceptual bias

(amount of shift in psychometric curves in panel A) plotted as a function of the perturbation. Solid line: regression fit to the data. The

slope of this line provides an estimate of the weight of the peripheral cue (wPeri). Dashed line: prediction of the ideal-observer model,

which predicts a higher peripheral weight. Diagonal and flat boundaries of the gray region indicate performance of an observer that

utilizes only peripheral or foveal information, respectively. (C) Inferred peripheral weight (slope of line in panel B) compared to that of

an ideal observer, for all subjects. Purple dots: Experiment 2. Green dots: Experiment 3. Error bars: 61 SE. Almost all subjects assign

a smaller weight to the periphery than the ideal.
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the spatiotemporal sequence of retinal images corre-
sponded to typical sequences in Experiment 1 (see
Methods).

Figure 5A demonstrates that subjects’ performance
in the ‘‘both’’ condition was not significantly better
than the best individual cue condition (n ¼ 8; p ¼ 0.13
one-sided paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test), and is
thus also worse than ideal (Figure 5B; p ¼ 10�4 one-
sided paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test).

Taken together with the results presented in Figure
2, we conclude that the active process of saccadic eye
movements is a necessary ingredient for the integration
of information derived from spatio-temporally distinct
retinal inputs.

This result can be interpreted in the context of causal
inference (Ernst, 2007; Körding et al., 2007): When
subjects move their eyes, the two views are perceived as
one object and thus should be integrated; whereas in
the absence of eye movements, the two views are not
likely to arise from one underlying cause and should be
kept separate.

Discussion

We have examined whether humans integrate
orientation information across saccadic eye move-
ments. Our results show that human orientation-
discrimination performance is improved when both
presaccadic peripheral and postsaccadic foveal views
of a small target are available, relative to perfor-

mance based on either view alone, indicating that
humans integrate the two views. We also found that
this integration was dependent on eye movement:
When subjects maintained fixation and the target
jumped between retinal locations, there was no
evidence of integration. Additional measurements
and analysis indicate that humans combine trans-
saccadic information linearly (i.e., as a weighted
sum), with weights that depend on the relative
precision of the fovea and periphery in this particular
task. Finally, we find that the weights used by our
subjects are slightly suboptimal relative to an ideal
observer, revealing a systematic overweighting of the
fovea.

Saccadic integration (or lack thereof) in
different perceptual tasks

Trans-saccadic perception has been studied for
decades, yet the literature is divided as to whether
saccadic integration takes place. Whereas some studies
report little to no integration (Bridgeman et al., 1975,
1994; Irwin et al., 1990), others demonstrate better
performance in the presence of peripheral information
(Henderson & Anes, 1994; McConkie & Rayner, 1975;
Pollatsek, Rayner, & Collins, 1984). And although
these observations of enhanced performance provide
evidence for utilization of peripheral information, it is
hard to deduce from these results which visual
information is being used.

Recent studies demonstrate that the peripheral view
can bias perception of shape (Demeyer, De Graef,
Wagemans, & Verfaillie, 2009, 2010b; Herwig, Weiß, &
Schneider, 2015), color (Wijdenes, Marshall, & Bays,
2015), and spatial frequency (Herwig & Schneider,
2014). Furthermore, some studies suggest that inte-
gration is statistically optimal since sensory noise
affects integration weights (Vaziri, Diedrichsen, &
Shadmehr, 2006; Wijdenes et al., 2015). Yet, these
studies do not quantitatively examine whether the
altered weights match the statistically optimal weights.
Thus, they do not provide an estimate of how much
information is integrated, and how much is discarded.
By using models of cue integration, we were able to
compare human performance to an ideal observer,
placing human performance on a scale from no
integration to ideal integration.

It seems surprising that subjects were unaware of
orientation perturbations, even though these pertur-
bations did bias their percept of the target. Further-
more, the perturbations were significantly above most
subjects’ expected discrimination threshold, given their
performance in the fovea-only and periphery-only
conditions. Whereas it is possible that subjects would
be able to report the perturbation if explicitly asked to

Figure 5. Lack of information integration in the absence of

saccades. (A) Orientation-discrimination performance in the

‘‘both’’ condition as a function of the best single-cue

performance (i.e., smallest SD) for each subject in Experiment 4

(no eye movements). Performance is not significantly different,

providing no evidence for integration. Gray error bars: 61 SE.

(B) Performance in the ‘‘both’’ condition plotted as a function

of the performance of an ideal integrator. For most subjects the

SD in the ‘‘both’’ condition was greater than ideal. Gray error

bars: 61 SE.
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do so, there is a growing body of evidence demon-
strating that even when humans cannot report saccade
contingent changes to a scene, the presaccadic infor-
mation is not entirely lost. In particular, several studies
show that changing the appearance of a target
(Demeyer, De Graef, Wagemans, & Verfaillie, 2010a;
Tas, Moore, & Hollingworth, 2012), or introducing a
postsaccadic blank (Deubel, Schneider, & Bridgeman,
1996), can greatly improve subjects’ ability to detect
saccade-contingent changes.

In cue integration tasks, it has generally been found
that separate cues are integrated only when they are not
too discrepant (Hedges, Stocker, & Simoncelli, 2011;
Knill, 2007; Landy et al., 1995), but once integration
has occurred the observer is no longer aware of the
discrepancy. We can adopt a behavioral interpretation
of our results: Observers assumed the perturbed pre-
and postsaccadic views arose from the same object
(Experiments 2 and 3), leading to integration of the two
views, whereas in the artificial-saccade case they were
assumed to come from distinct objects (Experiment 4),
resulting in no integration. This is consistent with
previous reports that suggest spatio-temporal integra-
tion is contingent on saccades (Cox, Meier, Oertelt, &
DiCarlo, 2005; Herwig & Schneider, 2014). In any case,
consistency of object identity provides a normative
restatement of the problem, but does not offer
additional constraints or predictive power; one must
still determine the conditions under which the visual
system decides that pre- and postsaccadic views arise
from the same object.

One of the most intriguing outcomes of the current
study is that while humans do integrate orientation
information, they do so suboptimally. Humans have
been shown to integrate cues optimally under many
circumstances (Ernst & Banks, 2002; Landy & Kojima,
2001), so it is not obvious why they would fail to do so
in this setting. This is particularly perplexing given the
frequency of saccades (several times each second on
average). One possibility is that the visual system is
only able to partially adapt the integration weights in
response to the artificial contrast change that we
induced during the saccades. In this case, one would
expect a systematic bias of these weights toward their
typical values, which would be expected to favor the
fovea (see figure S3 of Zaidel, Goin-Kochel, &
Angelaki, 2015).

Saccadic integration in natural vision

Our results are unequivocal and consistent across
observers; nevertheless, we cannot be certain that they
generalize beyond the conditions of our experiments. In
particular, we made several choices regarding stimuli,

whose impact on the outcome can, and should, be
explored in depth.

First, our measure of integration arises from an
orientation-discrimination task. Orientation is a well-
studied stimulus attribute, fundamental for both
perception and computational vision, and is associated
with the most prominent response selectivity of primary
visual cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959). However, the
substantial differences in orientation-discrimination
capabilities in fovea and periphery (Paradiso & Carney,
1988) meant that to enable a substantial effect of
integration, we had to equalize performance at the two
locations using an artificial trans-saccadic contrast
change. This begs the question: Do humans integrate
orientation information across saccades under natural
viewing conditions? Although we cannot answer this
question with the current data, the fact that humans
weight the peripheral and foveal inputs based on their
relative accuracies suggests that the neural apparatus
necessary to perform the integration is in place (Ma,
Beck, Latham, & Pouget, 2006). It would be worth-
while to explore integration in visual tasks for which
performance at the periphery is comparable to (or
better than) the fovea, such as temporal-frequency
discrimination (Waugh & Hess, 1994) or texture
segmentation (Kehrer, 1987).

Second, we used stimuli that occupied only a small
region of visual space and were presented in isolation.
This made the task easy for our subjects, but if
integration takes place under natural conditions, it
should presumably occur across the entire visual field
and in the presence of many different visual objects. It
would thus be interesting to examine whether (a) The
spatial extent of the stimuli affects integration;
(b) Integration takes place between pairs of peripheral
locations; and (c) Integration takes place in the
presence of distractors. Masking and crowding
effects, especially prominent in the periphery, are
known to substantially interfere with discrimination
performance, but their effects on trans-saccadic
integration have not been characterized and need not
be the same.

The mechanism underlying saccadic integration

A physiological mechanism that has been proposed
to be involved in saccadic integration is that of
receptive field remapping (Duhamel, Colby, & Gold-
berg, 1992), in which receptive fields shift just before a
saccade to their future (postsaccadic) spatial location,
providing a temporal window in which pre- and
postsaccadic views could be integrated. Evidence for
this mechanism has been found in multiple brain
regions (for a review, see Sommer & Wurtz, 2008).
However, a recent study challenged previous findings,
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suggesting that, at least in prefrontal cortex, receptive
fields contract toward the saccadic target rather than
predictively moving in the direction of the saccadic
path (Zirnsak, Steinmetz, Noudoost, Xu, & Moore,
2014). Our results are agnostic with regards to these
findings, and do not provide evidence for either
mechanism (predictive or contractive remapping).

Nonetheless, our results do place certain con-
straints on the underlying physiological implemen-
tation responsible for trans-saccadic integration of
orientation information. A natural candidate for
representation of local orientation is area V1, the
earliest stage of the visual hierarchy in which cells
exhibit orientation selectivity. Could trans-saccadic
integration take place within V1? Our subjects
combined two views of a target separated by 58,
center-to-center, in retinal coordinates. This corre-
sponds to roughly 3.5–4 V1 receptive field widths (in
macaque) at 58 eccentricity and even more at the
fovea (see Freeman & Simoncelli, 2011, and refer-
ences therein). It seems implausible therefore that
integration is carried out locally in V1, given the
limited extent of lateral connectivity (Angelucci et al.,
2002; Cavanaugh, Bair, & Movshon, 2002), even
when taking into account the target size and
inaccuracies in estimates of receptive field width.
Hence, our results suggest that integration most
likely takes place in higher visual areas, where
receptive fields are larger. This might involve lateral
connectivity and feedback to V1 (Olshausen, An-
derson, & Van Essen, 1993), or the fusion of
information may be directly achieved by extrastriate
neurons whose larger receptive fields encompass both
views of the target.

Our visual experience provides the illusion of
continuity and stability, but is effectively assembled
from a sequence of discrete views. Although the
internal representation that supports this illusion is
surely both incomplete and abstract in form, it would
seem necessary that it rely heavily on the fusion of
information acquired across saccades. The results
presented here provide direct quantitative evidence of
such integration, and provide a potential paradigm for
its further investigation.

Keywords: eye movements, cue integration, psycho-
physics, saccadic integration
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